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NEW QUESTION: 1
Horizontal discovery pattern ______ .
Response:
A. is used as a port scanning tool
B. is a classifier that executes probes

C. defines steps that execute operations
D. is used as a credential depot
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
As part of a wireless site survey in a hospital, an engineer
needs to identify potential Layer 1 interferers. In which three
areas is the engineer most likely expect to find sources of 2.4
GHz and 5 GHz RF noise? (Choose three.)
A. laboratory
B. X-ray radiography
C. magnetic resonance imaging
D. kitchen
E. emergency room
F. Gamma Knife radiation treatment
Answer: A,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
All of the following are advantages of using the Metasploitpriv
module for dumping hashes from a local Windows machine EXCEPT:
A. Can run inside of a process owned by any user
B. Doesn't require SMB or NetBIOS access to the target machine
C. LSASS related reboot problems aren't an Issue
D. Provides less evidence for forensics Investigators to
recover
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
http://www.vita.virginia.gov/uploadedFiles/VITA_Main_Public/Sec
urity/Meetings/ ISOAG/2012/2012_Jan_ISOAG.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which statement regarding network management for the data
center is true?
A. NetFlow Data Export is best positioned on the Nexus 5500 at
the access or aggregation layer.
B. The Network Analysis Module is best deployed in the core for
highest visibility.
C. Flexible NetFlow can be used to provide enhanced network
anomaly and security detection.
D. NetFlow Support is available on most IOS and Nexus products,
excluding the Nexus
1000v
Answer: C
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